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Philosophy 214/414
Logical Methods in Philosophy
Spring 2008

Homework Assignment #12
Due at the beginning of class on April 16, 2008

I.  Validity in SC Models  Prove the following theorems.  You may assume the derived truth
conditions for v, w, :, and �.

SC1. For all CMPL wffs ö and ø, Ö ~ø6(ö~6ø).

SC2. For all CMPL wffs ö and ø, Ö (övø)6(ö~6ø).

SC3. For all CMPL wffs ö and ø, Ö (ö~6ø)w(ö~6-ø).
(Hint:  note that (ö~6ø)w(ö~6-ø) is true at a world w in a model M iff: if -(ö~6ø) is
true at w in M, then(ö~6-ø) is true at w in M..  So showing that the latter is true at a
world in a model is sufficient for showing that the former is true at a world in a model. 
Using this fact may make the proof easier.)

II.  Invalidity in SC Models  Prove the following theorems.  (Consider an instance of the schema;
describe a model (insofar as possible) in which the instance is false at some world of the model;
prove that the instance is false at that world in that model.)  Provide a diagram of your
invalidating model.  You may assume the derived truth conditions for v, w, :, and �.
4. It is not the case that for all CMPL wffs ö and ø, 

SCÖ (ö~6ø)6(-ø~6-ö).
5. It is not the case that for all CMPL wffs ö, ø, and ÷:

SCÖ  ((ö~6ø)v(ø~6÷)) 6 (ö~6÷).

III.  Validity and Invalidity in LC Models  Prove the following theorems.  Provide diagrams of
models in proofs of invalidity.

LC6. For all CMPL wffs ö and ø, Ö  (ö �6 -ø) 6 -(ö ~6 ø).

LC7. It is not the case that for all CMPL wffs ö, ø, and ÷, Ö ((öwø) ~6÷) 6 (ö ~6÷).
8. It is not the case that for all CMPL wffs ö, ø, and ÷, 

LCÖ  [ö ~6(ø w ÷)] 6 [(ö ~6ø) w (ö ~6 ÷)] (Distribution)
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IV.  Determining Truth Values of FOPL Wffs In a Model Under an Assignment 

Consider the following FOPL model and assignment function g for M.
M = <D, I>, where
D = {u, v}
I is the function from the set of individuals constants and predicate constants of FOPL
such that

a. I(a) = u,
I(b) = v,
and for all other individual constants á, I(á)=v.

b. I(F) = {v},
I(G) = {<v, u>, <v, v>}
and for all other predicates ð, I(ð)={}.

g is the function from variables of FOPL into D such that
g(x) = u,
g(y) = v,
and for all other variables á, g(á)=v.

For problems 1-5 below, state the truth value of the displayed wff in M under g.  Then prove that
the wff has that truth value in M under g by going step-by-step through the rules for the

M,g M,gdenotation function * *  and the valuation function V .

9. Fb
10. Gaa
11. Fx
12. �xGbx
13. �x�yGxy

Simply state the truth values of the following in M under g.

14. �x(Fx6�yGxy)
15. a=b
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